SCS Copy-Editing Request Checklist

We will not be able to copy edit your paper until you adhere to each of the following:

1. Place your copy-editing request with your contact information at: https://scs.msu.edu/sa/consult/
2. Include continuous line numbers.
3. If you have one, include a target journal with your copy-editing request.
4. Double check your target journal’s guidelines. Make sure your paper’s word count, structure, reference list, citations and figures follow your target journal’s guidelines.
5. Copy editor will look over your manuscript two times after your copy edit request, so make sure it’s a finished draft!
6. Include information about your IRB approval in your manuscript.
   a. Unless you have a case study/ case report, you must obtain IRB approval.
7. Paragraphs should have a maximum of 6 sentences.
8. Avoid slang/ informal language.
9. Acknowledge project limitations.
10. Spell out any abbreviated term the first time you use it.
11. Be mindful of your target journal’s readership and use clear and specific language that does not overstate findings.
12. No plagiarism from any of your or other individual’s earlier works.
   a. Include any information concerning other publications from the same project.